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Today
Personal branding
Humanistic branding
Engagement refines our image
Working with ideas



Twenty-five years of work
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Branding defined
Branding is the methods in which the 
organization communicates, symbol-
izes and differentiates itself to audi-
ences.



Greed is not good
From Michael Douglas 
to Michael Lewis:

Liar’s Poker: Rising through
the Wreckage on Wall Street

Condé Nast Portfolio, 
December 2008 issue



Humanistic branding
Greed gets us into trouble every 20 
or so years—so a real change in our 
system is needed

Medinge, honouring brands that 
change the world—and aren’t stuck 
on numbers

That applies to people, too



gin to know how you can exceed 
their expectations.

The literature
Grönroos talks 
about one-to-one; 
Engeseth talks 
about being one.

If you engage your 
audience, you be-



Corporate citizenship
Being grown up about it all
Everyone has the freedom to develop 
their own qualities
Corporate values, stated or not, are 
unique to the organization

Ind and Bjerke: Branding Govern-
ance and Gratton: The Democratic 
Enterprise



Website credibility
Design look 46·1%
Information design and structure

28·5%
Information focus 25·1%
Company motive 15·5%
Information usefulness 14·8%

Stanford report, 2002, 2,600 sample



The point of social media 
is to create affinity through 
treating audiences as citi-
zens—working as one.



Our own brand’s standing rises 
when we talk to our audiences as 
adults. Engagement is key. 

Supporters of your brand are not just 
people you form a relationship with, 
they can become your communica-
tions’ channel, too.



What you don’t want



Every question 
answered—
not really rock-
et science.



Great minds discuss ideas. 
Average minds discuss events.
Small minds discuss people.

Eleanor Roosevelt



Ideas
Ideas get us out of this dependence 
on ‘talk with no walk’

It’s good for our city, and our country

Innovation creates that level playing 
field that should exist—and those in 
the power structure need to create 
opportunities for this



1. Humanism is what consumers de-
mand in the 21st century.

2. Humanistic branding is a backlash 
to the technocracy. 

3. Individuals are being mobilized like 
never before.



4. Being respectful encourages cor-
porate citizenship and the exchange 
of ideas.

5. Supporters of your brand are not 
just people you form a relationship 
with, they can become your commu-
nications’ channel, too.



6. Our own brand’s standing rises 
when we talk to our audiences as 
adults. Engagement is key.

7. It is important to work at the level 
of ideas, which is why you innovate.

8. It helps reverse the cycle of a 
country that keeps sending its earn-
ings offshore.



9. Leadership comes from serving 
others in an effort to better society.

10. Our experience might be valua-
ble in understanding consequences, 
but you determine your reality.



Thank you!
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